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Diamond & Gemstone Cleaner;
Ideal for Ultra Sonic Cleaners



(Pre-Soak Recommended)



For full step-by-step instructions on EACH product
please email info@flitz.com

For Additional
FLITZ TIPS

Scan the QR Code!



Use Flitz Paste or Flitz Liquid: Apply a smal amount of Flitz Polish to: wheel, chrome,
aluminum, magnesium, or painted wheels. Spread with buffer at low speed. Finish with a high
speed (at least 2500 RPM). Wipe off any residue with Microfiber Polishing Cloth.

Semi-Truck -- Aircraft -- Pontoon Boats: Apply Flitz Paste (thin coat) to surface to be buffed.
Use an orbital buffer, lamb’s wool, or foam pad to buff. Wipe surface with baking flour or
cornstarch to remove black residue. Use a solvent, such as denatured alcohol to remove
black residue around rivets & crevices.

To save time, use an acid pre-cleaner. Scrub, rinse & dry. Polish with Flitz Paste & paper towel.
Finish with Microfiber Polishing Cloth NOTE: Use safety glasses & gloves when using an acid
pre-clean.

Use Flitz Polish with BuffBall to reach ALL grooves and crevices. Start with low speed & finish
with high speed. For LONG TERM protection, treat with Flitz Sealant.

Use Flitz Polish with #0000 steel wool to act as an abrasive. Marine Application: Use ONLY:
Bronze wool as an abrasive with Fitz Polish. Bronze wool will not rust.

Brass, Copper, Bronze ONLY... Use FLITZ Instant Brass/Copper Tarnish Remover on surface to
be cleaned. (Wear gloves) spray on, let sit up to one minute & rinse with water. Repeat if
necessary. Polish with FLITZ Microfiber Cloth. Product is free from acid (made with organic salt).

Scuff marks & discoloration: Apply FLITZ Polish with a damp microfiber cloth. Buff with
a clean & dry FLITZ Microfiber Cloth or FLITZ BuffBall.

Spray FLITZ Instant Calcium, Rust, Lime Remover & scrub affected area (Don’t Let Dry).
Rinse with clean water after two minutes.

Always take extreme care and be sure your gun is not loaded while cleaning. Apply FLITZ
Polish or FLITZ Bore Cleaner to a clean gun patch or bore brush. Lightly scrub inside the barrel.
This will remove lead or copper fouling. Then buff the bore with a clean gun patch. Also use
FLITZ Polish on a soft gun patch to remove powder residue from the front revolver cylinders.
FLITZ Polish safely removes rust on factory gun bluing. Use FLITZ Sealant for longest protection.

Flitz will safely remove oxidation, sun fading and scuff marks. For a SMALL area, apply FLITZ
Polish with a damp microfiber cloth. For a LARGE area, apply a thin coat of FLITZ Polish &
spread with FLITZ BuffBall at low speed. Finish buffing at high speed (2500rpm) for best
results. (An orbital buffer or low speed buffer, may be used as well with FLITZ Polish. For
longest shine & protection, use FLITZ Sealant (ceramic coating). Spray Sealant onto polished
surface and buff with a clean & dry FLITZ Microfiber Cloth.

Apply Flitz Polish directly onto outside of headlight lens & run Flitz BuffBall (at slow speed) to
spread the polish out. Increase speed under pressure. Buff until clear. *For EXTREME faded
headlights or covered with clear coat, wet sanding is required. Use 1500 to 2000 grit
sandpaper and wet sand the lens, for a smooth surface. Buff with FLITZ Polish to finish.
“Seal” with FLITZ Sealant, giving you safe driving for years to come.

Flitz with not harm or remove clear protective coatings. How to tell if clear coat is over the
metal? Apply a drop of Flitz-Polish to the metal, use a paper towel, apply pressure & briskly
rub. IF the paper towel DOESN’T turn black then your metal has been clear- coated. You must
remove the clearcoat, in order to polish the metal from tarnish. Use acetone or paint stripper
(available at most hardware stores) as per instructions. A clear coat may be re-applied,after
polishing - if desired.


